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FACILITATION TRAINING
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Facilitation generates insights, uncovers perspectives and enables groups to 
make decisions. Facilitation is different to teaching and training as the centre of 
knowledge does not lie with the facilitator. The group, meeting, team or town 
hall has the wisdom; it is the facilitator’s job to draw it out. Facilitation is made up 
a set of complex interpersonal skills and awarenesses; it is creative, sensitive and 
can be transformative.

The Polykala Art of Facilitation training is built on Rogerian principles of adult 
development, the performing arts and collaborative decision making. We 
combine these methods in a unique three-day immersive designed to give 
novice and experienced facilitators tools, processes and self-reflective insights to 
support their practice. 

Polykala blends a range of pedagogical modes with artistic forms to bring the art 
of facilitation to life. We’ll teach a concept in its simplest form and guide groups 
through a sequence of exercises designed to inculcate key skills. This might 
involve people tasting an obscure blend of juices to learn how to communicate 
collaboratively or playing improv games to explore agency, risk and initiative. We 
then step back and offer participants a process to unpack their own experiences 
to throw light on default behaviours or symptoms of the system. Stepping back, 
suspending our judgments and answers places the onus onto individuals 
operating within a culture to discover what is true and relevant for them. Our 
program gives participants the creative and conceptual dexterity to facilitate 
with heart and smarts.  

The Polykala Art of Facilitation training is for individuals committed to 
self-development and community/organisational effectiveness. We know that 
quality facilitation makes a positive difference in how groups of people learn 
from each other and make crucial choices. The challenges communities and 
organisations face requires skilled practitioners of the art of facilitation. This is our 
flagship facilitation training program and we are proud to share it with fellow 
practitioners. 

FACILITATION
TRAINING

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
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OUR APPROACH: FACILITATION
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Facilitation, like the word leadership, is overused. It’s also 
confusing. People often use the term to refer to running a 
meeting, hosting a town hall, presenting information, clicking 
through a PowerPoint and many things in between. Like 
leadership, the practice of facilitation can also mean something 
quite specific.

Facilitation is the practice of enabling individuals or groups of 
people to (a) make decisions, (b) share their perspectives, 
and/or, (c) derive their own insights. Alert facilitators are 
sensitive to the dynamics of each group. They create and 
maintain a holding environment that maximises people’s 
participation, protects dissenting voices and exposes the 
relevant fault-lines and convergences. 

Group facilitation can transform stale dynamics and unearth 
realisations needed for change and growth. We believe that a 
group of people in a room is all you need to explore the way in 
which human systems fall apart and come together to succeed.

Polykala’s group facilitation training introduces a set of skills 
and processes to enable participants to serve the development 
of an organisation or business. We share our methods that 
combine improvisational theatre, collaborative decision making 
and case-in-point methodology. We are committed to 
improving the quality of facilitation across Australia and the 
Asia-Pacific to tackle the tough challenges we collectively face. 

 

"Polykala created a positive learning 
environment that invited full 
engagement from all participants. 
There was a great balance between 
theory and interactive activities to 
explore the key concepts.Polykala 
demonstrated the professionalism, 
rigour, creativity and personable 
nature to give us confidence they 
could deliver on our tall ask. They 
exceeded on our expectations."

Jamie Pomfrett - 
Program Coordinator, Ma & Morley Scholarship Program,
University of Newcastle
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1. Learn the history and theory of facilitation.

2. Experience a facilitated environment led by experienced 

facilitators.

3. Learn to design facilitated sessions.

4. Practise facilitating groups and receive constructive 

feedback.

KEY OUTCOMES DETAILS

● Workshop length

○ Full day

○ Multi day

● 2 expert facilitators

● 10-25 participants

● Participant evaluation

ART OF FACILITATION: INFORMATION
P   O   L   Y   K   A   L   A

TOPICS COVERED
● Core facilitation theory

● Program design concepts

● Creating a ‘Holding Environment’

● Facilitating for ‘insight’ & decision making
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DR ANANTH GOPAL TOM HENDERSONCHYONNE 
KRELTSZHEIM LINA PATEL

Ananth holds a PhD in Human 
Geography specialising in 
cultural adaptation. He has an 
extensive track record advising, 
training and coaching 
organisations through 
adaptive change. Ananth is an 
associate artist at Melbourne 
Playback Theatre Company. 

He was trained by Marty Linksy 
and Ron Heifetz at Harvard 
Kennedy School in the 
Adaptive Leadership approach. 
Ananth holds a Cert IV in adult 
education (TAE), BA (Hons) and 
a Diploma in Spanish 
language.

Chyonne is a facilitator, coach 
and lawyer with over 16 years’ 
experience working with 
organisations across 
Australasia. Chyonne is an 
expert negotiator having 
completed the Advanced 
Negotiation training at 
Harvard’s Negotiation 
Institute. She blends 
conceptual frameworks to 
help clients get a handle on 
their challenges and make a 
difference. She holds an LLB 
(Hons), a BSc and a Graduate 
Diploma in Ontological 
Coaching.

Tom has a background in 
journalism and politics. He has 
trained at the Harvard 
Kennedy School with Marty 
Linsky and Ron Heifetz and 
holds an Advanced Diploma of 
Facilitation from the 
Groupwork Institute. His work 
with Polykala has included 
supporting the renegotiation 
of the Regional Forestry 
Agreements; delivering 
adaptive leadership training to 
LGAs in Victoria and the 
Northern Territory and a range 
of Universities and NFPs. He 
holds a BA and is pursuing 
graduate study in Psychology.

Lina has 20+ years experience 
working across all tiers of 
government; a variety of 
industry sectors; and in a 
range of operational functions. 
She was a facilitator at the 
Centre for Sustainability 
Leadership and has designed 
and delivered a range of 
workshops and retreats for a 
variety of community groups, 
government and private 
sector organisations. Her 
mission is to alleviate needless 
workplace suffering and bring 
more kindness into the world, 
one team at a time.

POLYKALA 
TEAM

P    O   L   Y   K   A   L   A       T   R   A   I   N   I   N   G
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Polykala  specialise in working with the government, education, for-purpose and not-for-profit sectors.   

Some of our clients include:

OUR CLIENTS
P    O   L   Y   K   A   L   A          T   R   A   I   N   I   N   G
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Polykala’s facilitation training has been a mainstay of 

Glen Eira City Council training suite since 2020. Council 

staff are required to consult with the community in 

order to elicit feedback on a range of civil projects. 

Polykala’s training has an emphasis on session design to 

ensure that community members are engaged, 

informed and genuinely listened to, even in the midst of 

strong emotions and opinions. The training combines 

the skills required for both in-person and online 

facilitation modes to ensure that staff are equipped and 

future-ready.

GLEN EIRA 
CITY COUNCIL

Carers Victoria is the peak body representing unpaid 

carers in Victoria. The organisation is regularly engaged 

in community education and consultation in order to 

serve the needs of the at-home caring community. 

Polykala’s facilitation training was delivered in a 

two-part form in order to enhance the facilitation skills 

of the staff at Carers Victoria. The workshop series was 

both educational and highly facilitated to respond to 

the specific needs of the staff group, with a particular 

emphasis on dealing with difficult group dynamics.

CARERS VICTORIA

Polykala was engaged by the marketing team at Allens 

Linklaters to deliver a facilitation training that focussed on 

their internal (staff focussed) and external (client focussed) 

facilitation roles. Time is precious in professional services 

firms, meaning that staff need to strike a balance between 

efficiency and quality. The session had an emphasis on 

session design to ensure the balance is struck between 

these competing interests. The session allowed time for 

staff to raise their specific facilitation challenges that were 

addressed through a combination of Polykala content and 

the experience of the participants.

CASE STUDIES

ALLENS LINKLATERS
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WANT TO WORK WITH US?

Get in touch

info@polykala.com

polykala.com

mailto:info@polykala.com

